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The director was so angry that his face turned green and red, but he could not say a word to refute.

Brielle was right.

He did not dare to disqualify Brielle.

He did not have the qualifications to disqualify her either.

The boss behind the show took a fancy to the traffic that Brielle brought. He said that no matter what method he used, he had to

let her participate in the competition. Therefore, a month ago, he had to be threatened by Brielle. He cut his tongue and asked

her to agree to participate in the competition.

Since the announcement of Brielle’s participation in the competition, in a short month, the program had not yet started to

broadcast, but it had attracted a wide range of attention.

The focus was even higher than the previous seventeen years combined!

This was quite ridiculous.

They all thought that it was normal for celebrities to have their own popularity.

But they did not expect that it would cause such a big response.

Before the launch of the program, there were already countless advertising dealers who came to talk about cooperation.

Just through the traffic fees, commercial fees, and the licensing fees of various countries, the behind–the–scenes boss had

already earned a lot.

Not to mention, there was also the betting and reward business, which was the biggest.

It was said that before the broadcast, the money on the betting plate had already reached hundreds of billions of dollars.

The boss behind the scenes could not let Brielle withdraw from the competition.

If Brielle really made a scene, the boss behind the scenes would kill him without hesitation and let Brielle cool down.

Thinking of this, cold sweat broke out on the director’s forehead.

He did not dare to find trouble with Brielle again.

Because he had peed his pants, he could not continue to host with the smell of urine, so he could only let the assistant director

host it.

[Sister E! You are the best!!!]

[Ah, who knows? I was so angry just now, but now I feel so good! Sister E, you are my god!]

[Hahahaha, like Sister E’s arrogant and touchy appearance. Sister E has nothing to be afraid of! ]

I am so excited that I am crying and laughing. Our Oscus has been discriminated against by outsiders. Sister E has regained our

reputation!]

Widi.

[That Brielle is too lousy. The director said it was a draw, but she actually threatened the director. Oscusian can’t afford to lose,

so she lost face.]

[Although Brielle has some strength, compared to Jebl, she is still far off. Jebl made the first move. He didn’t know that she

liked to show off, so he only used a small part of his strength and let her take advantage of it. She should keep a low profile and

not question the director’s judgment so arrogantly.]

[She doesn’t dare to compete with Jebl again. It proves that she also knows that her own strength is not as good as Jebl, so she

threatened the director.]

[When I first watched Wilderness Survival, I saw her abusing animals. I didn’t like her anymore, and now I don’t like her even

more. I don’t have a taste.]

[When the competition officially begins, Jebl will definitely teach Brielle a lesson and let her know who is the best!]

The other countries also had different opinions of Brielle.

Some praised her for having strength and courage.

Some people felt bad about her because she had insulted all countries at the beginning and thought that she was too

arrogant.

She had broken three people’s legs in the beginning. It was too cruel.

She shot arrows at the director, showing no respect for other people’s life.

There were also some more conservative countries who believed that it was improper for a woman to show her face in public.

They should execute her to death.

On the scene.

The assistant director came to host the selection process for other weapons.

The process went very fast.

It was finished in less than an hour.

The director had already changed his pants and returned.

He asked the staff to send a contract to each player. After the players signed the contract, they could go to the official shooting

site.

Most of the other players did not look at it and signed it directly.

Brielle quickly looked at it.

She found that the contract was a little interesting.

The contestants knew that it was dangerous to participate in the program. If they lost their lives in public, the program team

would not be responsible. However, the program team helped to buy insurance. The insurance would be paid accordingly.

After Brielle finished reading, she found that most of the contestants had to be responsible for their lives and try to clear up. the

program team’s responsibilities. Other than that, they did not cheat, so she signed the contract.

The new director said loudly, “I think everyone knows the program process, but I have to say it again here.”

“The program team will send all contestants to the primeval forest. You need to rely on your own abilities to cross the forest, then

take a wooden boat to cross the river. After crossing the river, you will cross a desert, and finally reach the top of the mountain

and raise the national flag of your country.”

“In the past seventeen years, the shortest time for the winners is 21 days. The average time is 33 days, and the twenty–one day

heaven–defying record was created by Jebl. I hope that this time, there will be contestants who can create a better

record!”

“In addition, this shooting will be followed and filmed by drones and advanced flying equipment. The program team will

not send any staff into the forest. You need to ensure your own safety. Don’t count on the staff!”

“Other than the ten contestants who have obtained their weapons, all contestants are not allowed to bring anything in.”

“However, the program team will throw in some supplies and weapons supplies every day. For example, whetstones, arrows,

and other supplies. The contestants will fight for them with their own abilities.”

“In addition, there are many wild animals in the forest. The program team did not expel them. You can either expel them with

your own abilities or defeat them!”

“In Noglia, it is legal to kill any animal. You don’t have to be afraid!”

As soon as the director said this, everyone began to discuss.

“Why is the shooting this time different? In the past, staff will follow in to ensure the safety of the contestants. Are you going to

risk their lives this time?”

“This is too dangerous. If you are in danger and want to give up the competition, how will you contact the program team to take

us away?”

The director said, “If someone wants to give up the competition, tell the camera. The programi team will send a helicopter to pick

them up, but before the program team arrives, you have to ensure your own safety.”

The voices of the contestants grew louder.

However, because the program team had given them too much, even if they knew that it was very dangerous, no one wanted to

give up.

The director said, “Alright, everyone knows the rules. Now, let’s board the helicopter ourselves!

“Each helicopter can take four people. You can distribute it yourselves.”

“Also, please remember that during the shooting process, you can’t kill people on purpose, but it is normal for accidents to

happen.”

It is normal to have accidents…

It meant that if the contestants wanted to harm others, they had to rely on their own abilities to create accidents.

The contestants began to board the helicopter.

Brielle was about to find a random helicopter to sit on, but she found that those people were very fast. Some of the helicopters

had already boarded the helicopter.

Helly’s Deadic saw that Brielle was looking at him, and his face showed disgust and contempt.

“Disgusting citizen of Oscus, don’t come to my side. I don’t welcome you here!”

After Deadie finished speaking to Brielle, he suddenly looked behind her, his face revealing a flattering expression.

“Jebl, come șit at my place. We haven’t seen each other for ten years. We can catch up!”

As soon as he finished speaking, Fukuyu, who was from Baga, also spoke, “Oh my, Lord Jebl is very, very powerful. I don’t want

to stop worshipping you. Please come with me!”

Jebl glanced at Brielle with schadenfreude. Then he snorted proudly and went to the helicopter where the steel plate of the

river was located.

In the competition just now, Fukuyu got a Japanese katana. He handed the katana to Jebl with both hands very submissively.

“Brielle, come with us. We still have a place here!”

At this time, Brielle heard a voice coming from the left.

Brielle turned around and saw three people already sitting on a helicopter.

Two men and one woman, the way they looked at her was relatively friendly.

Brielle walked over and got on the helicopter.

After she sat down, the helicopter began to take off.

Another girl on the helicopter said, “Hello, Brielle. My name is Tana. I’m from Saiyan.”

She reached out her hand to Brielle. Brielle shook her hand lightly and roughly sized her up.

Tana looked to be twenty–two or twenty–three years old. She was almost 1.8 meters tall and had a strong body.

The other two also spoke.

“I am Maen from Batiestan.”

“I am Lov from Blackbear.”

Maen from Batiestan was a little dark and was nearly 1.9 meters tall.

Lov from the Blackbear had very white skin and was about 1.9 meters tall.

They were all very strong and looked like they were not to be trifled with.

Brielle asked, “Do you know each other?”

Tana smiled. “Yes, we arrived half a month early to Noglia. We have met before.”

“In fact, most players came half a month early to get used to the water and soil. You came the latest.”

Brielle nodded in understanding.

Tana blinked at her and said, “Before I came, the president of my country came to see me. He asked me to protect you. He said

he was very grateful for Oscus‘ help to us in the past two years.”

Maen said, “Our country’s president also came to me. Without the help of Oscus, the life of Batiestan will be much more difficult.

Our whole country is very grateful to Oscus.”

Lov said, “I don’t have that kind of face. I haven’t seen our president, but when our country was in trouble last year, other

countries followed Widi to punish our country. Only Oscus supported us. Oscusian also bought things in our embassy live

broadcast room, gave our country economic support and helped us a lot. I spontaneously wanted to repay the favor.”

[Wow, it’s actually people from Batiestan, Blackbear, and Saiyan. They are grateful to repay the kindness, which proves that our

country did not help the wrong person!]

[Batiestan is the country I have seen the most grateful. I went there before. After their local residents knew that I was Oscusian,

they did not charge me even when I took a car to eat. In the end, I could only throw the money away and run away directly. I was

chased by them for three miles. After I came back from Batiestan, I lost ten pounds. I am like a refugee.]

[Hahahaha is so ridiculous? If there is a chance, I will also go to Batiestan to play!]

[Where is their embassy live broadcast room?!]

[Oh my god, a few good ones suddenly came. I am still not used to it. How can Sister E look down on people equally in the

future?]

[Hahahaha, don’t be too outrageous!]

The helicopter flew for more than an hour before it stopped in a dense and primitive forest.

The helicopter did not land, but put down the ladder and let them grab the ladder down.

After the player landed, the helicopter immediately flew away.

At the same time, several drones flew around them.

Brielle also found that some thumb–sized mechanical bees were flying around in the forest.

There was a red glow in the middle of them.

This should be the production team’s shooting machine.

All the contestants did not land in the same place, so when they landed, there was no one around.

Tana said, “The program team will put in a portion of the supplies at the beginning. It won’t be too far from the contestants. Let’s

go look for it first. Without tools, it will be difficult to walk in the forest.”

Maen said, “Yes, I hope we can find a lighter. Without a tool to make a fire, we can only eat raw meat. I don’t want to try unless it

is absolutely necessary.”

Brielle had no objections and walked forward with them.

At the same time, at the edge of the forest, the program team secretly used a large helicopter to transport over a dozen iron

cages covered in black cloth.

After carrying the cages out of the helicopter, they took off the black cloth.

In those iron cages, there were actually some ferocious beasts!

There were black bears, tigers, wolves and the like.

One of the iron cages was exceptionally large.

Inside was a white tiger. The size of the white tiger was several times that of a normal tiger!

The deterrence emitted from its body was enough to make one’s hair stand on end.

The only regret was that it did not have an egg.
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